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Vote pits jobs against environment
OAKLAND » Council will decide
today whether coal from Utah can
be transported to proposed terminal
By JANIE HAR
ASSOCIATED PRESS

OAKLAND — The promise of good, blue-collar
jobs in a depressed area is running headlong into
environmental sensitivities as officials in Oakland consider a plan to build a marine terminal
that would serve as a gateway for Utah-mined
coal heading to Asia.
The terminal is in West Oakland, a historically black neighborhood that’s among the poorest and most polluted in the region. Detractors
highlight the environmental dangers of bringing

US arms
fall into
wrong
hands

millions of tons of coal through the area while
supporters tout the economic benefits.
Today, the eight-member Oakland City Council is scheduled to vote on whether to ban the
transporting of coal because it would present a
public health or safety hazard. A yes vote could
scuttle the project.
Jerry Bridges, chief executive of the potential
marine terminal operator, said jobs are the most
significant issue and any environmental impact
will be mitigated by transporting coal in covered
rail cars that are unloaded underground.
“The only jobs that are here are jobs around
Uber and Google and jobs that people who look
like me generally don’t get,” said Bridges, who
is black. His company, Terminal Logistics SoluERIC RISBERG / ASSOCIATED PRESS
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The Oakland
City Council
will vote
today on a
ban on the
transport
of coal,
which if it
passes would
scuttle plans
to convert
the former
Oakland Army
Base pier into
a terminal to
handle the
export of the
resource.
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Fairy tale ending

FBI: weapons intended
for Syrian rebels stolen,
used to kill Americans

By MARK MAZZETTI
AND ALI YOUNES
NEW YORK TIMES

AMMAN, Jordan — Weapons
shipped into Jordan by the CIA
and Saudi Arabia intended for
Syrian rebels have been systematically stolen by Jordanian
intelligence operatives and sold
to arms merchants on the black
market, according to U.S. and
Jordanian officials.
Some of the stolen weapons
were used in a November shooting that killed two Americans
and three others at a police
training facility in Amman, FBI
officials believe after months of
investigating the attack, according to people familiar with the
investigation.
The existence of the weapons
theft, which ended only months
ago after complaints by the U.S.
and Saudi governments, is being
reported for the first time after
a joint investigation by the New
York Times and Al Jazeera. The
theft, involving millions of dollars of weapons, highlights the
messy, unplanned consequences of programs to arm and train
rebels — the kind of program
the CIA and Pentagon have
conducted for decades — even
after the Obama administration
had hoped to keep the training
program in Jordan under tight
control.
The Jordanian officers who
were part of the scheme reaped
a windfall from the weapons
sales, using the money to buy
expensive SUVs, iPhones and
other luxury items, Jordanian
officials said.
The theft and resale of the
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Toyota/Save Mart 350 winner Tony Stewart sprays the obligatory Korbel Champagne in Winners Circle on Sunday at Sonoma Raceway.
By PHIL BARBER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

SONOMA
onoma Raceway’s favorite son,
Jeff Gordon, isn’t driving for
NASCAR anymore. He retired
after last season and watches from
the TV booth now. But North Bay
race fans found a suitable replacement Sunday.
Tony Stewart, driving in his
farewell Sprint Cup Series race here
(he’s retiring after this season),
wrote a storybook ending to the
Toyota/Save Mart 350 when he lost
the lead to Denny Hamlin on the
last of 110 laps, then regained it on

the final turn.
It was Stewart’s third win on the
1.99-mile road course, but his first
since 2005.
As Stewart celebrated in Victory
Lane with his crew after the race,
fans crowded along the rail running
up the grandstand and chanted,
“Tony! Tony!” One held up a homemade sign that read “THANK YOU,
TONY,” with cut-out pictures of the
decorated driver.
Kurt Busch fought his way
through the crowd to congratulate
Stewart, and he wasn’t the only
opponent to pay his respects. Even
Hamlin offered well wishes after the
race, despite some bumping in that

Ten wounded in confrontation
at Capitol between white
nationalists, counterprotesters
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Violence erupts at protest in Sacramento
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final pass.
All in all, it was a strangely mild
race at a NASCAR venue that is
notorious for wrecks, spinouts and
bad blood. The only caution flags
Sunday were waved for mechanical
failures and debris warnings.
“This has always been one of my
favorite tracks,” Stewart said. “But
I’ve always told people this. It’s one
of those tracks that you either leave
here happy or you leave here so
mad you can’t see straight.”
Stewart headed out of Sonoma
with a smile this time. And after a
thrilling finish and another gloriously sun-drenched day in Carneros, so did a lot of race fans.

Right-wing extremists groups holding a rally outside
the California state Capitol building in Sacramento
clashed with counter-protesters, authorities said.

SACRAMENTO — Ten people were
wounded — two of them with life-threatening injuries — on Sunday when counterprotesters clashed with members of a
white nationalist group that planned to
rally outside the California state Capitol
building in Sacramento, authorities said.
CHP Officer George Granada said
about 30 members of the Traditionalist
Worker Party were gathering for a ral-

ly around noon Sunday when they were
met by about 400 counter-protesters and
a fight broke out.
As people tried to leave the area, smaller fights broke out, Granada said.
Authorities were investigating what
happened, but no arrests have been
made.
The Capitol was on lockdown until protesters cleared the area.
Videos from the melee posted on social
media showed mounted police officers
dispersing a group of mostly young people, some with their faces covered, while
some throw stones toward a man holding
a stick and being shielded by police officers in riot gear.
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